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Latest in a line of lawyers!

UTAS LAW SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED TO TALENTED STUDENT

UTAS student Simon McKenzie has been awarded the Zoe Ewart scholarship in Law- which will see him follow in the footsteps of his parents, who are both UTAS law graduates.

The award will be presented by UTAS Vice-Chancellor Professor Daryl Le Grew.

The scholarship gives the recipient $3,000 a year for up to four years of their law degree and is available to students commencing their second year. Simon had excellent academic results for the first year of his Arts/Law degree and has a particular interest in international relations and the way law impacts people’s lives.

The Zoe Ewart scholarship is endowed by University employee Rhonda Ewart in memory of her mother, to encourage gifted students to study legal and justice issues at a university level.

Simon enjoys sport, drama, and plays the trombone and guitar. He attended Marist Regional College in Burnie, where he was dux of year twelve.

WHAT: The Zoe Ewart Scholarship in Law
WHEN: 10am Monday February 19th
WHERE: The University Club
WHO: Vice-Chancellor Professor Daryl Le Grew, Scholarship winner Simon McKenzie

For more information please contact:
Eoin Breen, UTAS scholarships office, phone: 6226 2878
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